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Abstract— This paper investigates the applicability of de-
terministic ultra wideband (UWB) propagation modeling for
evaluating UWB system performances. The modeling explores
the wave propagation characteristics on both transmitting and
receiving antenna sides, which is known as the double directional
modeling. In evaluating the applicability, bit error probability
(BEP) performances were derived using two kinds of chan-
nel impulse responses: 1) raw data which were measured by
channel sounding campaign and 2) reconstructed data from
the propagation modeling results. In the BEP simulation, the
direct sequence UWB system was considered. Comparison of the
BEP performances from two kinds of channels revealed that
the concept of the double directional modeling was capable of
evaluating BEP performances accurately. However, it was also
found that the limitation of our double directional modeling
approach based on the model-based ray path extraction method
resulted in the limited capability in modeling the total received
power. As a consequence, fading statistics of the reconstructed
channels were different from the measured data, ending up with
less accuracy to predict BEP performances depending on the data
rate. Finally, possible solutions to improve the double directional
propagation modeling were suggested.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra wideband (UWB) technologies have attracted much
attention due to their potential to realize high data rate trans-
mission, low-power consumption, and high precision ranging
and positioning. In designing and evaluating UWB systems,
one must inevitably consider multipath channels. In most
UWB transmission simulations, the multipath channels are
practically generated by channel models. Here, there are
two types of channel models in demand mainly by different
purposes: 1) channel models for system design, and 2) channel
models for assessing equipment. In the former use, channel
models are used to compare performances of transmission
schemes, such as modulation and coding, so that one can
state the superiority of the proposed approach. Such models
are referred to as standard models, which are represented
by IEEE 802.15.3a/4a models [1], [2]. These models are
stochastic models which express the channel behaviour based
on probability theories. In contrast, testing the performances
of equipment under real environments is another demand by
product vendors. As that activity requires precise information
about channels in which products are installed, channel models
should be deterministic models.

We have conducted UWB deterministic channel sounding

and propagation modeling, and analyzed propagation be-
haviours based on physical phenomena. The modeling in-
cluded angular characteristics of wave propagation both on
the transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx) antenna sides. This
method is called “double directional channel modeling”. The
analysis is advantageous in two senses: 1) separation of anten-
nas and propagation is possible, leading to the development of
antenna-independent channel models [3]. We thus differentiate
our modeling results from other channel models by calling it
“propagation models”; and 2) identification of major scattering
objects causing reflection, diffraction, and penetration can be
performed (e.g., [4], [5]). However, how the double directional
channel sounding and propagation modeling can accurately
simulate the performances of UWB systems has not yet been
investigated. This paper presents a comparison of bit error
probability (BEP) performances when 1) raw channel transfer
function (or equivalently impulse responses), and 2) results of
propagation modeling are used. Data transmission simulations
using raw channel data is generally called stored channel
simulations (e.g., [6], [7]), while the propagation models are
derived from the raw channel data.

II. UWB DOUBLE DIRECTIONAL CHANNEL SOUDING

AND PROPAGATION MODELING

A. Channel Sounding

The double directional UWB channel sounding campaign
was conducted in a wooden house. The floor plan of the
measurement environment is shown in Fig. 1. The room was
almost empty except for desks and displays equipped on
the wall. In Fig. 1, the position of Tx and Rx antenna are
shown. Tx and Rx antennas were mounted 1.30 and 1.00 m
respectively above the floor. We measured two scenarios with
different Tx positions: Scenario I had a line-of-sight to the
Rx, while Scenario II did not have a line-of-sight because the
door separating the room and corridor was shut during the
experiment. The Tx–Rx distance on the horizontal plane was
5.00 and 5.59 m in Scenarios I and II, respectively.

With the use of a vector network analyzer, we measured
channel transfer functions from 3.1 to 5.0 GHz. Furthermore,
by moving the antenna position at link ends, we obtained a
spatial distribution of the channel transfer functions. On the
Tx side, 4 antenna positions which realized a synthetic linear
array were used, while the Rx side realized a 4×4 rectangular
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Fig. 1. Floor plan of the UWB channel sounding campaign in a home
environment.

TABLE I

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE UWB DOUBLE DIRECTIONAL

CHANNEL SOUNDING.

Interelement
spacings of
the array

48 mm on both sides of the link.

Antennas UWB monopole antennas [8].
Polarization Vertical–Vertical.

Calibration
Internal function of VNA (port–port),
Back-to-back at 1 m (antenna–antenna)

Signal-to-noise
ratio at Rx At least 20 dB.

array on the horizontal plane. In total, 4 × 4 × 4 = 64 spatial
realizations were obtained. Other measurement specifications
are summarized in Table I.

B. Propagation Modeling

The spatial transfer function distribution was then applied to
a maximum-likelihood (ML) based multi-dimensional channel
parameters estimation algorithm [9]. It enables us to model
radio channels in a parametric manner by characterizing the
measured data as a set of discrete ray paths. Direction-of-
departure (DOD), direction-of-arrival (DOA), delay time (DT),
and complex gain of each discrete ray path were estimated
using the algorithm.

After the parameters were estimated, directivities of the Tx
and Rx antennas were compensated from the complex path
gain by using obtained DOD and DOA. Tx and Rx antenna
directivities were measured prior to the channel sounding in
an anechoic chamber. The resultant complex path gain ideally
expresses only propagation characteristics.

C. Modeling Results

In Fig. 2, we show the power delay profile (PDP) derived
from the raw channel data and reconstructed from the propa-
gation modeling results. The PDP is defined as the ensemble
average of 64 instantaneous channel impulse responses (CIR)
in an incoherent manner. In reconstructing the CIR from
the propagation modeling results, we considered the same
antennas as we used in the measurement. According to Fig. 2,
the double directional modeling results do not reconstruct
the original PDP properly. The strong multipath components
appeared in the short delayed areas were modeled well, while
modeling weaker paths in the long delayed areas was more
difficult. This was simply due to the dynamic range of the
paths over noise level. However, it was also found that paths
with high signal-to-noise ratio were not always able to be
detected. For example, looking at the PDP of Scenario I, PDP
from the propagation modeling results failed to reconstruct the
responses with DT around 26 ns. Paths in the area never appear
as a peak in the PDP probably because they are hidden by
sidelobes of the adjacent peaks with higher power appearing
around 23 and 28 ns. The same holds for the PDP obtained
from Scenario II with DT around 40 ns. In Scenario I, the ML-
based algorithm could extract 75 % of the total received power,
while it revealed an even lower value in Scenario II, 55 %. It
was observed that the more complicated the environment, the
smaller the percentage of modeled power resulted [10]. This is
due to the limited angular and delay resolution and the limited
accuracy of underlying signal models (e.g., plane wavefront
model for direction finding) in the ML-based algorithm.
Similar observations from channel sounding and modeling
campaigns have been reported by several researchers, such
as Molisch et al. [11], Thomä et al. [12], and Win and
Scholtz [13], all of which utilized a model-based propagation
parameter estimation. The modeled components consisted of
strong paths, while the residual power was composed of many
paths with weaker power.

The transmission simulation descibed in the next Section
will use 64 instantaneous CIR from the measurement, and that
from the propagation modeling results. In deriving CIR, we
applied a −100 dB threshold level to eliminate noise. Where
the amplitude of the CIR was below the threshold, the value
was padded with zeroes.

III. UWB TRANSMISSION SIMULATION

We considered bi-phase DS-UWB systems which were
actually implemented in [14]. The modulation used a spread
sequence of [+1 + 1 + 1 − 1 − 1 + 1 − 1], and
each chip of the sequence was represented by a root-raised
cosine (RRC) pulse. The RRC pulse spanned a bandwidth
from 3.1 to 5.0 GHz, and its duration, Td, was set either
to 2.4 or 4.8 ns. Transmitted binary data were mapped on
the polarity of the spread sequences in conjunction with the
differential encoding. It combats the inversion of waveform
polarity due to propagation channels which degrades the BEP
performance. The training sequence consisted of 1334 symbols
of “0”, and was sent before sending the data stream so that
the receiver was synchronized with the transmitter. To simplify
the simulation conditions, channel coding was not taken into
account.
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Fig. 2. PDP derived from raw channel data (solid line). PDP reconstructed
from the propagation modeling results is overlayed (dashed line): (a) Sce-
nario I and (b) Scenario II.

The simulation flow is depicted in Fig. 3. The flow emulates
a structure of the testbed [14]. We assumed that signals were
transmitted from the RF frontend defined at point “A” of
Fig. 3 which means that characteristics of power amplifier
and RF filter was compensated. The transmitted waveform
was convolved with the CIR derived either from the raw
data or the propagation modeling results, and then inputted
to the Rx side. On the receiving side, we multiplied the
receiving waveform from the Rx antennas by the transfer
function of an RF filter and a low-noise amplifier (part “B”
in Fig. 3) which was actually measured from the equipment.
Noise level inside the receiver was also determined by that of a
Digital Sampling Oscilloscope equipped on the Rx side. After
the received signal was quantized by the A/D converter, the
receiver demodulated signals into symbols. It correlated the
received signal with a reference waveform, and identified a
symbol that maximized the output. The reference waveform

was the same as the transmitted one correspoding to each
symbol.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, results of BEP simulations are described.
Here we define two BEPs for the evaluation: 1) BEP obtained
from 64 spatial realizations in one scenario which we will call
“local BEP”, and 2) averaged BEP over the 64 realizations
which will be referred to as “average BEP”.

A. Average BEP

Figure 4 shows the average BEP characteristics dependent
on energy per bit, Eb/N0, for Scenarios I and II, respectively.
In each figure, two sets of curves corresponding to Td = 2.4
and 4.8 ns are shown. Furthermore, BEP curve from stored
channel simulations and propagation modeling results are
shown in the same chart for comparison. As a baseline, the
BEP curve assuming additive white gaussian noise (AWGN)
is overlayed.

Every figure shows that the BEP is decreasing with the
increase of Eb/N0 when Td = 4.8 ns. In contrast, when
Td = 2.4 ns, the BEP curve reveals an error floor even when
Eb/N0 increases. This is due to intersymbol interference (ISI)
which tends to be more severe when the symbol length is
shorter.

When comparing the BEP characteristics from the stored
channel simulations and those from the propagation modeling
results, the following observations were obtained:

1) In Scenario I, Td = 4.8 ns, the average BEP from
propagation modeling results was always less than that
of the stored channel simulations. The difference in the
slope of two curves was attributed to the limited capabil-
ity of the propagation modeling to extract the received
power. As we discussed in Section II using the PDP,
the propagation modeling successfully characterized the
LOS components, while other multipath components
were not properly modeled. This caused the difference of
fading statistics between raw and reconstructed channels,
and the average BEP from propagation modeling results
approached the characteristics of AWGN channels where
no multipath component existed.

2) In the results in Scenario I with Td = 2.4 ns, the average
BEP curve from the stored channel simulations showed
the error floor, while this was not found in the BEP
from propagation modeling results. The difference was
also due to the limited performances of the propagation
modeling. It was found that only one out of 64 local BEP
revealed the error floor in the stored channel simulations,
while all the local BEP from propagation modeling
results decreased to 0. As a result, the “nonzero” local
BEP caused the difference.

3) In Scenario II, the average BEP from propagation mod-
eling results was close to that from stored channel sim-
ulations, although the modeled power was smaller than
Scenario I. This means that the modeled components had
strong influence on BEP characteristics in Scenario II,
while residual components had less significance. The
error floor occured in Td = 2.4 ns was accurately
determined. Two curves revealed irregular characteristics
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the UWB transmission simulation using stored channels and propagation modeling results.
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Fig. 4. Eb/N0 versus average BEP. (a) Scenario I, (b) Scenario II.

in Td = 4.8 ns case, since they crossed with one another
around Eb/N0 = 12 dB. This was due to the fluctuating
slope of BEP curves, which was observed particularly
when the number of spatial channel realizations was
limited as our simulations (in our case, 64).

From observations 1) to 3), it was found that predicting the
average BEP performances can be accurately performed using
propagation modeling results when ISI oriented errors were
dominant, or when the transmission data rate was sufficiently
low that the system did not suffer from ISI. In contrast,
differences resulted in two curves when some of the local
BEP were subjected to ISI, while the others were ISI free. It
is noteworthy that the same conclusion was obtained when we
considered pulse position modulation systems [15].

Another important finding is that the limited capability
of the propagation modeling in extracting power, i.e., 75
and 55 % in Scenarios I and II respectively, affected only

TABLE II

DIFFERENCES OF Eb/N0 FOR THE TWO BEP SIMULATIONS.

Td = 4.8 ns Td = 2.4 ns
Scenario I (LOS) 0.2 dB 0.1 dB
Scenario II (NLOS) 0.5 dB 0.6 dB

to the slight decrease of Eb/N0 compared to the stored
channel simulations. The difference of Eb/N0 is summarized
in Table II. As the degradation was at most 0.6 dB, it was
again confirmed that the propagation modeling characterized
multipath components that contributed to the data transmis-
sion, while the residual power had less impact.

B. Local BEP

Next we discuss the accuracy of local BEP. Figure 5 shows
the scattered plot of the local BEP derived from the stored
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channel simulations and propagation modeling results. The
results are from Scenario I, and mean Eb/N0 of the stored
channel simulations was 5.3 dB, where the average BEP was
almost identical for two simulations. In the figure, there are 64
scattered points each derived from spatial realizations, which
are ideally identical with each other, thus on the 100% line.
In contrast to the agreement of average BEP, we can see
from the figure that the local BEP from propagation modeling
results did not always accurately determine the result of stored
channel simulations. More than 70 % of the local BEP from
propagation modeling results was within ±50 % deviation of
those from stored channel simulations, but a few local BEP
from propagation modeling results deviated by more than 200
or 50 % of those from stored channel simulations. The devia-
tion stemmed from the insufficient accuracy of the propagation
modeling in characterizing envelope and phase of the CIR.
As the propagation modeling was performed using the multi-
dimensional power angular-delay profile, which was a coherent
summation of 64 CIR, the accuracy of the CIR reconstructed
from propagation modeling results was not tolerable as that of
the power angular-delay profile. We found that the deviation
of the local BEP was much larger in Scenario II. It was also
found that the deviation was more significant in high Eb/N0

areas, where BEP was more sensitive to the shape of CIR.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the applicability of UWB propa-
gation modeling results for evaluating BEP performance. We
considered two specific modeling examples: LOS and NLOS
channels. It was found that our propagation modeling could
characterize multipath components that determined average
BEP, while the accuracy in predicting local BEP was worse.
Even in the average BEP, the accuracy was not always enough
and was dependent on the data rate. The problem lies in the
model-based characterization of radio channels, and therefore,
it is essential to improve the accuracy of propagation model-
ing, specifically by taking into account the following aspects:

1) Modeling of the residual power. There is a rule of
thumb in modeling the residual component using the

exponential decaying shape of the power delay profile
[12]. However, it should be further extended to double-
directional spatio-temporal domains in order to be fully
integrated in the double-directional modeling strategy.

2) Alternative approach of propagation modeling. Non-
parametric modeling (e.g., [5]) and the parametric mod-
eling with refined underlying signal models (e.g., [16])
are also possible solutions.
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